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ABSTRACT
We perform a sub-threshold follow-up search for continuous nearly-monochromatic gravitational
waves from the central compact objects associated with the supernova remnants Vela Jr., Cassiopeia
A, and SNR G347.3−0.5. Across the three targets, we investigate the most promising ≈10,000 combi-
nations of gravitational wave frequency and frequency derivative values, based on the results from an
Einstein@Home search of the LIGO O1 observing run data, dedicated to these objects. The selection
threshold is set so that a signal could be confirmed using the newly released O2 run LIGO data. In
order to achieve best sensitivity we perform two separate follow-up searches, on two distinct stretches
of the O2 data. Only one candidate survives the first O2 follow-up investigation, associated with the
central compact object in SNR G347.3−0.5, but it is not conclusively confirmed. In order to assess a
possible astrophysical origin we use archival X-ray observations and search for amplitude modulations
of a pulsed signal at the putative rotation frequency of the neutron star and its harmonics. This is
the first extensive electromagnetic follow-up of a continuous gravitational wave candidate performed
to date. No significant associated signal is identified. New X-ray observations contemporaneous with
the LIGO O3 run will enable a more sensitive search for an electromagnetic counterpart. A focused
gravitational wave search in O3 data based on the parameters provided here should be easily able to
shed light on the nature of this outlier. Noise investigations on the LIGO instruments could also reveal
the presence of a coherent contamination.
Keywords: gravitational waves — continuous — SNRs — pulsar – J232327.9+584842 — CXOU
J085201.4-461753 — 1WGA J1713.4-3949
1. INTRODUCTION
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At the time of writing, gravitational waves from 14
binary black hole mergers and a binary neutron star
merger have been reported (Abbott et al. 2020; Venu-
madhav et al. 2020; Nitz et al. 2019; Abbott et al.
2019a). All of these signals are visible in the detec-
tors for less than a second, or several tens of seconds
for a binary neutron star merger, and present a strain
amplitude of ∼ 10−21 for most of that time.
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This paper is about a different type of signal: a persis-
tent train of nearly monochromatic gravitational waves
with an amplitude four (or more) orders of magnitude
weaker than that of the binary merger signals.
Various physical mechanisms have been suggested
that could give rise to continuous gravitational waves:
deformations of the compact object, including asym-
metric mass distribution (Johnson-McDaniel & Owen
2013), ringing (r-modes) (Owen et al. 1998), and non
axi-symmetric flows of bulk matter induced by differen-
tial rotation between the core of the star and its crust
through Ekman pumping (Singh 2017), as well as more
exotic scenarios, for instance involving very low mass
cold dark matter binaries (Horowitz & Reddy 2019;
Horowitz et al. 2020) or emission from boson clouds
around black holes (Arvanitaki et al. 2015; Zhu et al.
2020).
The relationship between the spin frequency of the
star and the frequency of the continuous gravitational
wave signal depends on the emission mechanism but typ-
ically the continuous gravitational wave frequency does
not exceed twice the spin frequency. So, in the high sen-
sitive band of the LIGO detectors – between 20 Hz and
2 kHz – we expect continuous gravitational waves from
neutron stars with spin periods in the range 1-100 ms.
Perhaps among the most promising candidates for
continuous gravitational wave emission are young, iso-
lated neutron stars. These could have a high spindown
and hence a potentially large energy budget to be radi-
ated away in gravitational waves.
The central compact objects associated with super-
nova remnants could indeed be young isolated neu-
tron stars. We know of ∼ 10 objects at the center
of supernova remnants (Gotthelf et al. 2013). Three
of these objects are known pulsars (with spin periods
P = 105, 112, 424 ms) whose slow spin-down rate im-
plies a low spin-down power and weak magnetic dipole
field. The rest are undetected as pulsars and their tim-
ing properties remain a mystery.
In the past the youngest/closest supernova remnants
with identified central compact objects have been cho-
sen as targets for gravitational wave searches that span
a broad range of physically plausible signal frequen-
cies and frequency-derivatives (Lindblom & Owen 2020;
Millhouse et al. 2020; Ming et al. 2019; Abbott et al.
2019b; Zhu et al. 2016; Aasi et al. 2015a).
In this paper we use the released LIGO O2 data set
to further the results of the O1-data search (Ming et al.
2019) for continuous gravitational wave emission from
the compact object in the supernova remnants Vela Jr.,
Cassiopeia A and SNR G347.3−0.5. The targets and
search setups were chosen based on an optimization
scheme that maximizes the total detection probability
over search setups and astrophysical targets, assuming
a total computing budget of a few months on the Ein-
stein@Home volunteer distributed computing project
(Einstein@Home 2019; Ming et al. 2016, 2018). The de-
tection probability depends on the assumed source and
signal properties (distance, age, ellipticity, frequency) as
well as on the sensitivity of the search pipeline (search
setup and search parameters, noise level).
In Section 2.1, we present the results of the sub-
threshold search of Einstein@Home candidates from
Ming et al. (2019). In Section 2.2 we describe the follow-
up search using part of the LIGO O2 data set. With this
search we find a marginal candidate for the source as-
sociated with SNR G347.3−0.5, which is however not
definitely confirmed in the second part of the O2 data
(Section 2.3.1). We report a search for an electromag-
netic counterpart for this candidate in Section 2.3.2. In
Section 3 we compute the upper limits on the intrinsic
gravitational wave amplitude stemming from the LIGO
search. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize our conclu-
sions.
2. THE SEARCH
The search described in this paper targets nearly
monochromatic gravitational waves (see for example
Section II of Jaranowski et al. (1998)) from com-
pact objects in three supernova remnants, CXOU
J232327.9+584842 in Cassiopeia A (Tananbaum 1999),
CXOU J085201.4-461753 in Vela Jr. (Slane et al. 2001),
and 1WGA J1713.4-3949 in SNR G347.3−0.5 (Pferf-
fermann & Aschenbach 1996), referred to herein as
J232327, J085201, and J1713, respectively. No pulsa-
tions have been reported from any of these sources.
We use public data from the first (O1; 2015-2016) and
second (O2; 2017) run of the advanced LIGO detectors
(Abbott et al. 2016; Aasi et al. 2015b; LIGO 2018, 2019;
Vallisneri et al. 2015). Measured on a fully coherent
search, and assuming that the O1 and O2 sensitivities
are comparable, the relative strain sensitivity improve-
ment from using the O2 data over the O1 data is ∼ 27%.
But the real value of the O2 data for follow-ups of can-
didates, is not in the raw sensitivity gain. It rather lies
in that the new data is independent of the data where
the candidates are originally identified. Together with
the fact that the follow-up searches cover a more lim-
ited parameter space than the original ones, this makes
it possible to assess the significance of a finding on the
new data, including confidently claiming a detection.
We use a large-scale hierarchical scheme that was first
deployed in Papa et al. (2016) and that has now become
standard practice in broad continuous wave searches
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Table 1. Search ranges. The spindown ranges quoted are the ones used at f = 100 Hz. The ranges at different
frequencies are readily derived from Eq. 1. The barycentric reference time (the epoch of the ephemeris) is
Tref = 1131943508 GPS s corresponding to MJD 57345.1986016667 (TDB).
COMPACT OBJECT J232327 J085201 J1713
REMNANT (G111.7-02.1 or Cas A) (G266.2-1.2 or Vela Jr.) (G347.3-0.5)
references (Tananbaum 1999) (Pavlov et al. 2001) (Mignani et al. 2008)
f range [20-1500] Hz [20-1500] Hz [20-1500] Hz
f˙ range (@ 100 Hz) [−9.6× 10−9- 0 ] Hz/s [−4.5× 10−9- 0 ] Hz/s [−2.0× 10−9- 0 ] Hz/s
f¨ range (@ 100 Hz) [ 0 - 4.6× 10−18 ] Hz/s2 [ 0 - 1.0× 10−18 ] Hz/s2 [ 0 - 2.0× 10−19 ] Hz/s2
RA (J2000, in radians) 6.123770 2.3213891 4.5093705
DEC (J2000, in radians) 1.026458 −0.8080543 −0.6951891
Table 2. Spacings on the signal parameters used for the templates in the Ein-
stein@Home search.
COMPACT OBJECT J232327 J085201 J1713
REMNANT G111.7-02.1 or Cas A G266.2-1.2 or Vela Jr. G347.3-0.5
Tcoh 245 hr 369 hr 489 hr
Nseg 12 8 6
δf 6.85× 10−7 Hz 3.21× 10−7 Hz 2.43× 10−7 Hz
δf˙c 3.88× 10−12 Hz/s 1.33× 10−12 Hz/s 6.16× 10−13 Hz/s
γ1 5 9 9
δf¨c 4.03× 10−18Hz/s2 1.18× 10−18Hz/s2 5.07× 10−19Hz/s2
γ2 21 21 11
(Abbott et al. 2017; V. Dergachev & Eggenstein 2019;
Abbott et al. 2019c; Dergachev & Papa 2019; Palomba
et al. 2019; Dergachev & Papa 2020). The first, and
most computationally intensive search on the O1 data is
carried out on the Einstein@Home volunteer computing
project and it is followed by two follow-up stages on can-
didates above threshold. We refer to these as Stage-0,
Stage-1 and Stage-2. The setup of the Einstein@Home
search and of the O1 follow-up stages is described in
Ming et al. (2019). The thresholds used here are lower
than the ones used in Ming et al. (2019) and candidates
exist that survive all O1 follow-up stages. These surviv-
ing candidates are further inspected using O2 data.
2.1. The O1 searches
The searched waveforms are defined by frequency f
and frequency derivative parameters f˙ and f¨ in these
ranges: −f/τ ≤ f˙ ≤ 0 Hz/s0 Hz/s2 ≤ f¨ ≤ 5 ˙|f |2max/f = 5f/τ2. (1)
The ages τ of the compact objects are taken equal to
330 yrs, 700 yrs, 1600 yrs for J232327, J085201, and
J1713 respectively. These age values incorporate the
uncertainties on the birth-dates of our targets (Wang
et al. 1997; Iyudin 1999; Fesen et al. 2006; Allen et al.
2015), airing towards the smaller estimates, which yield
a broader (and hence more conservative, safer) search
range – see Ming et al. (2018) for more details. The
frequency derivative ranges for f = 100 Hz are shown
in Table 1, for reference. The frequency and frequency
derivatives are defined at the barycentric reference time
(epoch of the ephemeris) Tref, which is first given in Ta-
ble 1.
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The basic building block of the hierarchical search is
the stack-slide semi-coherent search that uses the global
correlation transform (GCT) method (Pletsch & Allen
2009; Pletsch 2008, 2010): The data is divided in seg-
ments, and each segment is searched coherently combin-
ing the data from both detectors with a matched filter
called the F-statisitic (Cutler & Schutz 2005). The F-
statisitic optimally combines together the data from the
two detectors at different times based on their noise level
and the antenna sensitivity pattern and also references
arrival time to the solar system barycenter based on
the sub-arcsec coordinates for each target. The results
from these coherent searches are appropriately summed,
one per segment, yielding an average detection statistic
value over all the segments, F . For a stack-slide search
on Gaussian noise, Nseg × 2F follows a chi-squared dis-
tribution with 4Nseg degrees of freedom, χ
2
4Nseg
. When
Nseg = 1 the search becomes a fully coherent search.
In Table 2 we show the main parameters of the Stage-
0 searches: the frequency spacing δf and the first and
second order frequency derivative spacings δf˙ = γ1δf˙c
and δf¨ = γ2δf¨c. We refer the reader to Ming et al.
(2019) for a detailed description of the search setup.
Based on the coherent F-statistics, a new statistics is
constructed that is robust to the presence of persistent
and transient lines in the data: βˆS/GLtL. This detection
statistic tests the signal hypothesis not only against the
Gaussian noise hypothesis but also against the hypothe-
sis that a persistent or transient spectral artefact in one
of the two data streams is contaminating the data (Kei-
tel et al. 2014; Keitel 2016). βˆS/GLtL eases the impact
on the detection efficiency and false alarm rate of var-
ious types of spectral artefacts in the data and we use
it to rank the search results on the volunteer computers
and based on it, select the results that are returned to
the main server.
A result, or candidate, is defined by the targeted
sky position (one of three), by the frequency, first- and
second-order frequency derivatives and by its detection
statistic value.
We consider only the “undisturbed” frequency bands
identified in Ming et al. (2019), i.e. frequency bands
where the bulk of the search results do not display major
deviations from what is expected in the absence of large
noise artefacts. We apply to the candidates from these
bands the same semi-coherent DM-off veto (S. J. Zhu
& Walsh 2017) and the same clustering procedure as
in Ming et al. (2019); A. Singh & Walsh (2017). The
DM-off veto discards candidates whose detection statis-
tic increases when the astrophysical Doppler modulation
is removed from the searched signal waveform (Doppler
Modulation-off). The clustering procedure bundles to-
gether high detection statistic values which are close
enough in parameter space that they can be ascribed
to the same root cause. This saves computations in the
follow-up stages because not all close-by candidates are
searched independently.
From this set we further select those candidates whose
detection statistic value lies above a given threshold.
Since the number of templates covered in a fixed fre-
quency interval increases with frequency, we set a differ-
ent detection threshold in the frequency ranges [20-250]
Hz, [250-520] Hz and [520-1500] Hz. We refer to these as
the low, mid and high frequency range, respectively. Ta-
ble 3 shows the values of the thresholds for the different
targets and frequencies. The thresholds are such that
overall a few thousand candidates are followed up from
each target. We use different thresholds for the different
targets in the same frequency range because a different
number of waveforms are probed for the different tar-
gets, due to the different age: for the younger targets a
broader range of frequency derivatives is sampled.
The Stage-1 and Stage-2 follow-ups use the same
search setup for all targets, with a coherent time-
baseline of about 60 days (1440 hrs) and the entire
O1 data set, respectively. Candidates survive from one
stage to the next if their detection statistic value in-
creases consistently with what is expected from a signal.
Initially we have 3275 candidates from the J085201
search, 2269 from J232327 and 3918 from J1713. The
DM-off veto rejects 557, 1223 and 1032 candidates for
J085201, J232327 and J1713, respectively. Figure 1
shows the detection statistic values of these candidates
as a function of frequency throughout these follow-up
stages and Figure 2 the distribution of their detection
statistic values.
After each follow-up search the number of surviving
candidates decreases and at the end of the last stage
we are left with 575 candidates of which 142 are from
J085201, 81 from J232327 and 352 from J1713. We
note that the fraction of candidates surviving the last
stage on O1 data is about 4% of the original ones for
J085201 and J232327 and 9% for J1713. This is con-
sistent with the initial search setup for J1713 having a
significantly longer coherence time-baseline compared to
the other searches, and hence the follow-up searches hav-
ing less discriminatory power for the J1713 candidates,
that were selected based on more stringent criteria, to
start with.
2.2. The follow-up searches on the first half of O2
In order to reduce the trials factor of the last stage
follow-up, we perform two separate searches in O2. For
the first follow-up search on O2 data we only use a por-
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Figure 1. Detection statistic βˆS/GLtLr as a function of signal frequency of candidates. The smaller filled circles (blue) are the
candidates above the Stage-0 threshold that also passed the semi-coherent DM-off veto and are hence searched in Stage-1. The
larger (green) circles indicate those candidates that survive Stage-1 and are searched with Stage-2, the fully coherent search using
O1 data. The diamonds (magenta) show the candidates that survive Stage-2. The dotted vertical lines indicate the boundaries
of the different frequency ranges for the outlier selection (see Table 3). The maximum value of the detection statistics increases
with frequency because the number of searched templates increases with frequency. A J232327 candidate with detection statistic
∼ 10 catches the eye, which however is not confirmed in the first follow-up on O2 data (see the middle panel of Figure 3), which
means that whatever in the data matched a signal waveform in O1 data yielding that outlier was not there any more in the first
half of the O2 data (O2a).
Figure 2. The distributions of the detection statistic βˆS/GLtLr of candidates that survive each of the three O1 stages, across
the entire frequency band. The J1713 candidate at ≈ 369 Hz discussed in Section 2.3 has βˆS/GLtLr ≈ 4 throughout these stages.
At this stage the candidate does not stand out among the other outliers under investigation but we point it out in light of the
results of the O2a data follow-up.
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Table 3. Stage-0 detection statistic thresh-
olds.
J232327 J085201 J1713
βˆlow-freqS/GLtLr 2.75 3.10 2.95
βˆmid-freqS/GLtLr 4.75 4.9 4.05
βˆhigh-freqS/GLtLr 5.42 5.86 5.02
tion of the available data, O2a, which is comparable in
duration with the O1 set and spans about 120 days. In
fact, an interruption in the science run of LIGO between
May 9th and June 8th 2017, provides a natural split of
the data in two sets. We use the same search setup
as for the last stage on O1, which is fully coherent. We
search a region which corresponds to the 99% confidence
signal-parameters containment region, based on signal
simulation-and-recovery Monte Carlos. We consider the
most significant result from each follow-up.
We follow-up only the outliers that do not fall in O2
spectral regions possibly contaminated by lines: 137
from J085201, 78 from J232327 and 331 from J1713,
which amounts to ∼ 95% of the O1 outliers. Each search
covers about 14 million templates. If these templates
had no overlap, the 14 million results would be indepen-
dent of each other and the distribution of the maximum
over every 14 million template search for Gaussian noise
would be known. In reality nearby templates present
a large overlap: the grids are constructed in this way
in order to reduce the false dismissal rate for signals
whose parameters lie in-between the grid points. We
find that the actual distribution for Gaussian noise data
is well modelled assuming a smaller number of indepen-
dent searches (8.2 million). This is what the solid line
(red) in Figure 3 shows. The fit was performed on the re-
sults of identical searches on fake Gaussian noise, which
is what the yellow bars show.
The darker (purple) bars in Figure 3 are the nor-
malised histogram for the detection statistic of the re-
sults of the searches. For J232327 and J085201 the dis-
tributions are completely consistent with Gaussian noise
(the lighter, yellow bars). For J1713 an outlier is notice-
able at 2Fr ∼ 56.
The p-value associated with the J1713 most significant
candidate is about 7.6×10−5. This is an estimate of the
probability that noise alone would produce a value of
the detection statistic like the one associated with that
candidate in a single follow-up search. Since 546 such
searches were performed, this translates into an overall
p-value of about 4%. This is a marginal candidate but
Figure 3. Distribution of the detection statistic 2F¯r from
the O2a searches on each of the 137 candidates from
J085201, 78 candidates from J232327 and 331 candidates
from J1713. The subscript “r” in 2F¯r refers to the detection
statistic being recalculated exactly at the template points.
This is a technical detail that we give here for completeness
and to explain the subscript.
we have more data (the second half of O2) that can
be used to validate it or discard it. We report further
analyses on this candidate in the next section.
The O2a data set comprises 86% of the amount of
data of the O1 data set, hence the detection statistic
values from O1 and O2a are remarkably consistent un-
der the assumption of the O1 result being drawn from
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a distribution with a non-centrality parameter (SNR2)
ρ2 = 67.0 − 4 and the O2a result being drawn from a
distribution with a non centrality parameter 54 = 86%
ρ2.
2.3. The J1713 candidate
2.3.1. The follow-up search on the second part of O2
We perform a fully coherent search on the second
“half” of O2 (O2b). The amount of data in this set
is about 76% of the O1 data set and 89% of the O2a
data. The 2F expected in O2b based on O1 (O2a) is
52.8 (50.1) with a standard deviation of at least 141.
The expected value for the O2b search due to Gaussian
noise (based on Monte Carlos) is less than 32.3 with
a standard deviation of ∼ 2.7. The measured value of
34.7 has a Gaussian p-value of 10% and is within a 1.3
standard deviations of the expected value on the signal
distribution.
We combine all the data and search the O1+O2 data
set. It would be very demanding to carry out this search
many times on Gaussian noise in order to provide an es-
timate of the p-value as done for the O2b search. We
hence resort to a conservative estimate of the Gaussian-
noise significance based on the number of searched tem-
plates. The search covers 2.9 × 1010 templates and if
they were all independent the maximum expected value
for 2F in Gaussian noise would be ∼ 56 with a standard
deviation of 2.7. The value that we find is 76.0. Based
on the O1 value, the expected O1+O2 2F is about 171.8,
with a standard deviation of at least 26. The value that
we find does not seem consistent with Gaussian noise
but also falls short of the expectations based on the O1
signal-hypothesis by a few standard deviations.
A summary of the J1713 follow-up results is given in
Table 4.
2.3.2. X-ray data search
As the central compact objects associated with the
targeted SNRs have only been detected in the X-ray en-
ergy band, we use archival X-ray observations of 1WGA
J1713.4-3949 acquired with sufficient time resolution to
cross-check for an electromagnetic counterpart to the
gravitational wave candidate. Table 5 presents the
ROSAT, Rossi-XTE, and XMM-Newton observations
used in this work. These observations are processed, re-
duced, and analyzed following the standard procedures
for each mission. The photon arrival times are corrected
1 This holds under the assumption that the non-centrality parame-
ter estimate carries no uncertainty. This is not the case, so these
numbers are a lower estimate of the standard deviation, which
can actually be larger by up to a factor of 2 (Prix 2017).
to the solar system barycenter using the Chandra coor-
dinates of J1713 (Mignani et al. 2008).
For the ROSAT data, source photons are extracted
from a r < 0.2′ circular aperture yielding 1343 counts
for the 31 ks exposure in the 0.1−2.5 keV ROSAT band-
pass. The XMM-Newton EPIC-MOS data are obtained
in one-dimensional continuous clocking mode (CC-
mode) with 1.5 ms timing resolution, corresponding to
a Nyquist frequency of 333.3 Hz. Data are extracted
from the central 0.6′ wide region of the CCD for a to-
tal of 59,781 source counts in the 0.5 − 5 keV optimal
range for the central compact object. The Rossi-XTE
data is restricted to the top layer of the proportional
counter (2−5 keV) whose lower limit just covers the
harder end of the soft central compact object spectrum
(∼0.5−5 keV), resulting in reduced sensitivity for the
pulsar search using a total of 87,305 counts.
We search these data sets for a coherent pulsed sig-
nal over the full Nyquist range including the three basic
electromagnetic rotation frequency fr ranges compatible
with the gravitational wave frequency f , namely at fr =
f , fr = f/2, and the broad r-mode interval fr ≈ 3/4f .
We first look for a strong signal within the full range
of possible frequencies, namely, 100 < fr < 400 Hz
2,
that allows for the large time span between the X-ray
and LIGO data sets, and the extrapolated uncertain-
ties in the spin-down measurement, conservatively esti-
mated as δf = 5×10−5 Hz and δf˙ = 0.002×10−9 Hz/s.
We also conduct a more sensitive narrow range search
around the candidate parameters (f, f˙) extrapolated to
the X-ray data epoch, also allowing for the uncertainties
quoted above.
We use the O1+O2 search parameters given in the last
column of Table 4. The rapid spin-down associated with
this signal requires that we include the first derivative
in the search. We evaluate the signal significance using
an FFT algorithm, the Z2n test (Buccheri et al. 1983),
where n=1,2,3 harmonics, and the H-test (de Jager et al.
1989), to check for power at higher harmonics. In these
searches, we oversample the parameter space by a factor
of 2.
Given the large time span of the data sets and the
small number of photons, it is most practical to perform
the timing search using GPU technology applied to dis-
crete Fourier transform algorithms (Z2n, H-test) instead
of FFTs. In the case of XMM-Newton, the upper range
of the search is limited by the Nyquist frequency for
this data set. For the Rossi-XTE data, because of the
2 With the exception of the XMM-Newton data set for which 100 <
fr < 333.3 Hz.
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Table 4. Parameters of the most significant results from the high-resolution follow-ups around the most significant candidate from this
search, which comes from J1713. The barycentric reference time (the epoch of the ephemeris) is Tref = 1131943508 GPS s, corresponding to
MJD 57345.1986016667 (TDB).
O1 O2a O2b O2 O1+O2
Sept 2015 - Jan 2016 Jan 2017 - May 2017 Jun 2017 - Aug 2017 Jan 2017 - Aug 2017 Sept 2015 - Aug 2017
f [Hz] 368.8013845 368.8013794 368.8014296 368.8013795 368.8013845
f˙ [Hz/s] −4.378054× 10−9 −4.37800× 10−9 −4.37800× 10−9 −4.37800× 10−9 − 4.37805× 10−9
f¨ [Hz/s2] 5.7× 10−19 5.9× 10−19 5.5× 10−19 5.9× 10−19 5.7× 10−19
2F 67.0 57.0 34.7 53.3 76.0
∝ SNR2/Tdata [s−1] 1 0.98 0.64 0.48 0.44
Table 5. Logs of the X-ray observations of RX J1713.4−3949 used in our search for an
electromagnetic counterpart to the J1713 gravitational wave outlier.
ObsID Mission/ Data Mode Start Date Exposure Span Energy Res.
Instr UTC (ks) (ks) (keV) (µs)
500466 ROSAT/HRI Nominal 1996-08-31 31 901 0.1-2.5 61
40145-01 RXTE/PCA GoodXenon 1999-06-14 8.4 905 2-5 1
0722190101 XMM/MOS CC-mode 2013-08-24 139 139 0.5-5 1500
large span between closely grouped data segments, in
order to evaluate the power as a function of frequency,
we average fixed sized FFTs on 5 available data intervals
corresponding to these groups.
None of the above searches of the X-ray data yields
a significant (> 4σ) signal close to the expected X-ray
frequencies fr and 2fr, or ones consistent with the r-
mode range.
3. UPPER LIMITS
We set frequentist 90% confidence upper limits on the
maximum gravitational wave amplitude consistent with
our results as function of the signal frequency, h90%0 (f).
Specifically, h90%0 (f) is the expected gravitational-wave
intrinsic amplitude such that 90% of a population of sig-
nals with parameter values in our search range would
have been detected by our search. In the absence
of a detection these represent the smallest amplitude
signals that we can exclude. The h90%0 (f) are deter-
mined through search-and-recovery Monte Carlos aimed
at measuring the detection efficiency on a set of simu-
lated signals added to the real data. More details of the
standard procedure are provided in Ming et al. (2019).
The basic idea is that the confidence level – 90% in this
case – is the detection efficiency measured through the
Monte Carlos and the h90%0 (f) corresponds to the sig-
nal amplitude such that the detection confidence is 90%.
The most constraining upper limits are all close to signal
frequencies of ∼ 172.5 Hz and are 1.2× 10−25 for CasA,
9.3× 10−26 for J085201 and 8.8× 10−26 for J1713. Fig-
ures 4 show all the upper limit curves discussed in this
section.
The sensitivity depth D90% (Behnke et al. 2015; Dreis-
sigacker et al. 2018) expresses the sensitivity of a search:
D90% :=
√
Sh(f)
h90%0 (f)
[1/
√
Hz], (2)
where
√
Sh(f) is the noise level associated with a signal
of frequency f , it is the same as the one reported in Ming
et al. (2019) and it is available in machine-readable for-
mat at AEI (2020). Table 6 shows the sensitivity depth
values of the searches in the different frequency ranges.
As expected, the sensitivity depth is larger for the tar-
gets searched with an initial longer coherent baseline,
i.e. for the older targets (J1713 is the eldest and then
comes J085201). Furthermore, as the number of spin-
down templates increases, due to the trials factor, the
detection threshold is increased (see Table 3) and the
search becomes less sensitive. For this reason or the
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Table 6. Sensitivity depth D90% from Eq. (2) corre-
sponding to the h90%0 upper limits set by this search.
The numbers in parenthesis are the sensitivity depths
for the higher threshold search described in Ming et al.
(2019).
Sensitivity depth D90% [1/√Hz]
Freq. range J232327 J085201 J1713
20-250 Hz 65.4 (60.3) 84.2 (76.5) 89.4 (82.9)
250-520 Hz 58.0 (54.5) 74.3 (70.1) 85.6 (79.1)
520-1500 Hz 57.8 (53.7) 73.9 (70.0) 81.4 (76.4)
same target, the sensitivity depth is higher at lower fre-
quencies.
The upper limits on the amplitude can be readily
translated in upper limits on the equatorial deforma-
tion  of the star (assuming the moment of inertia in the
direction of the spin axis 1038 kg m2) and r-mode ampli-
tude α (under the same assumptions as Owen (2010)),
as follows:
ε = 2.8× 10−7
(
h0
3× 10−25
)(
D
1 kpc
)(
1000 Hz
f
)2
α = 8.4× 10−6
(
h0
3× 10−25
)(
D
1 kpc
)(
1000 Hz
f
)3
.
(3)
For the upper limits on ε and α shown in Figure 4 we set
the distances of the targets as follows: for J232327 we
take 3.4 kpc, following the estimate 3.4+0.3−0.1 kpc of Reed
et al. (1995); for J1713 we take 1.3 kpc which is the cen-
ter of the interval 1.3±0.4 kpc of Cassam-Chenai et al.
(2004); there is no consensus on the distance of J085201
so, from Allen et al. (2015) we consider two extremes: a
distance of 0.2 kpc and of 1 kpc, corresponding to the
nearest and farthest that the object could be.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We follow-up about 10,000 sub-threshold candidates
from an Einstein@Home search on O1 LIGO data for
signals from J085201, J232327, and J1713 - the central
compact objects in the supernova remnants Vela Jr.,
Cassiopeia A and SNR G347.3−0.5, respectively. At the
threshold values set in this search a confident detection
could not be claimed based on O1 data alone, but our
follow-up searches on the newly released LIGO O2 data
would be able to confirm a candidate stemming from a
real signal.
Only one candidate from the first O2 follow-up war-
rants further investigation. This is at a frequency of
about 369 Hz and comes from the search that targets
emission from J1713. The follow-up search results on the
remainder of O2 data (O2b) fall short of the expected
value and overall are not completely conclusive. If this
candidate were of astrophysical origin it is unlikely that
it would be a perfectly continuous and phase-coherent
signal across all the observing periods that we have ex-
amined. We note that the search by Millhouse et al.
(2020), which is robust against timing noise, does not
produce any outlier consistent with ours, albeit the sen-
sitivity of that search is not clear.
The timing solutions of Table 4 for the J1713 outlier
imply a characteristic spin-down age of ∼ 1, 300 years, a
spin-down energy loss rate of 1.6×1040 erg/s and a sur-
face magnetic field of 6× 1011 G. The characteristic age
is consistent with that of a young NS associated with
a undispersed supernova remnant (. few × 104). The
implied magnetic field is higher than of the detected
central compact object pulsars but at the lower range
for the rotation-powered pulsars. The large spin-down
energy is in excess of the most energetic pulsars known
(c.f. Crab pulsar, E˙ = 4.6× 1038 ergs/s) and nearly all
pulsars with E˙ & 4 × 1036 ergs/s display bright X-ray
and/or radio pulsar wind nebulae (Gotthelf 2004), with
several notable exceptions. No wind nebula are associ-
ated with the known central compact object pulsars.
In the spirit of “leaving no stone unturned” we con-
duct an exhaustive timing search to identify an elec-
tromagnetic counterpart for this candidate. Since this
source is only seen in X-ray emission, we analyze all
available archival X-ray data on J1713 acquired with
sufficient timing resolution. Although we do not find a
significant signal at any of the expected frequencies, the
sensitivity of the search is low, due to the many years
gap between the LIGO and X-ray observations. This
gap produces a very high number of search trials that
results in a loss of sensitivity of our search.
New X-ray observations, contemporaneous with the
LIGO runs, are planned, which should provide a more
sensitive assessment3 of the J1713 candidate. A gravita-
tional wave search in O3 data based on the parameters
provided here should be easily able to shed light on the
nature of this outlier. Noise investigations on the LIGO
instruments could also reveal that the origin of outlier
is a coherent contamination.
We set new upper limits on the intrinsic continuous
gravitational wave amplitude from J232327, J085201,
and J1713, improving on those already set in Ming et al.
(2019). Our upper limits are below the age-based in-
3 At the same X-ray signal strength the observation will be orders
of magnitude more significant.
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direct upper limit (see for instance section 3 of Wette
et al. (2008) for a definition) over most of the searched
frequency range. Ellipticities at and above 10−6 are ex-
cluded for all targets above 1000 Hz (rotation frequency
500 Hz) and for J1713 above ∼ 370 Hz (rotation fre-
quency 185 Hz). In fact for J1713 our results exclude
ellipticities larger than 10−7 above 920 Hz. This range
of ellipticity values is interesting: neutron star crusts
should readily be able to sustain ellipticities of the or-
der of 10−6 (Johnson-McDaniel & Owen 2013; Baiko
& Chugunov 2018). If r-modes are the gravitational-
wave emission mechanism, our upper limits exclude am-
plitudes greater than 10−3 for all targets above ∼ 580
Hz (≈ 435 Hz rotation frequency) and for J1713 above
∼ 360 Hz (rotation frequency ≈ 270 Hz). In fact for
J1713 our results exclude r-mode amplitudes larger than
5 × 10−4 above 440 Hz (rotation frequency ≈ 330 Hz).
Estimates of the r-mode amplitude yield values of 10−3
or higher for several neutron-star hydrodynamic evo-
lution scenarios (Bondarescu et al. 2009; Owen 2010).
These are well within the reach of this search.
The focus of the work presented here is however not
in the upper limits but in detection, i.e. investigating
whether any of the ≈ 10, 000 outliers examined was due
to a gravitational wave signal. Since the sensitivity of
our search remains unmatched (Lindblom & Owen 2020;
Millhouse et al. 2020), investigating 10,000 new candi-
dates further moves in uncharted territory.
This work also presents the first extensive follow-up
of a continuous gravitational wave candidate in electro-
magnetic data and sets the stage for more investigations
of this nature, including electromagnetic sub-threshold
surveys followed by focused gravitational wave searches.
It will be a combination of sensitive data and ingenuous
search techniques, perhaps comprising multi-messenger
observations, that will eventually secure the first detec-
tion of a continuous gravitational wave signal.
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Figure 4. 90% confidence upper limits on the gravitational
wave amplitude, ellipticity and r-mode amplitude of contin-
uous gravitational wave signals for the three targets. We
assume J085201 is either at 0.2 kpc or at 1 kpc, reflecting
the large uncertainty on the actual distance of this object;
for J232327 we assume a distance of 3.4 kpc and for J1713
a distance of 1.3 kpc (see text). The dashed lines in the top
panel represent the age-based upper limits for the three tar-
gets. For the J085201 line we have assumed a distance of 0.2
kpc.
